PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATE
3405 Airport Drive Torrance, CA 90505
www.jjheli.com

7:00AM-10:00PM

Call us 1(310)257-8622

7days open

FAA REQUIREMENTS
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Be at least 17 years of age
Obtain an FAA medical certificate
Pass an FAA written examination
Pass an FAA oral and flight test
Obtain 40 hours of flight time including 10 hours of solo

PRIVATE HELICOPTER PILOT CERTIFICATE
✓

A private pilot license allows you to fly a helicopter an carry passengers and baggage,
although not for compensation or hire. Operating expenses may be shared with other
passengers.

AERONAUTICAL EXPERIRENCE
Must log at least 40 hours minimum flight time that includes 20 hours of flight training and 10
hours of solo that includes at least:
✓
3 hours of cross-country flight training in a helicopter
✓
3 hours of night flight training in a helicopter
✓
10 hours of solo flight time in a helicopter

PRIVATE PILOT ADD-ON HELICOPTER
✓
✓

20 hours of flight training in a helicopter
10 hours of solo in a helicopter

PAYMENTS
✓

No need to pay full fee when you start the training. You may pay each time after taking your lesson or you may deposit
$1,000 or $2000 to get lower cost advantage. JJ Helicopter accepts the following payment methods. Traveler’s checks,
cash, and personal checks.

INTRODUCTORY HELICOTPER FLIGHT
✓
✓
✓
✓

$360 (approximately 60 minutes)
$310 (approximately 45 minutes)
$250 (approximately 30 minutes)
$175 (approximately 15 minutes)

ESTIMATE OF PRIVATE
The following course are based on FAA minimum times. Individual completion times may vary depending on training
requirements, scheduling, and ability.
FAA minimum
FAA minimum
Average of
R44 $600.00/hr
R22 $350.00/hr
New Students
40 hours flight
40 hours flight
65 hours flight
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Flight training
Ground training
Pilot starter kits
➢
Rotorcraft flying handbook
➢
Flight training guide
➢
Flight computer
➢
R22 manual
➢
FAR
➢
Text books
➢
Binder
➢
Plotter
➢
Logbook
➢
Test prep
➢
Knee board
➢
Charts (TAC, HRC, SAC)
➢
A/F Directory
➢
Headset
FAA medical examination
FAA written test
FAA flight test
Solo insurance

$24,000.00
$ 1,700.00
$ 878.00

$ 14,000.00
$ 1,700.00
$
878.00

$
150.00
$
170.00
$
700.00
$
750.00
$ 28,348.00

$ 150.00
$ 170.00
$ 700.00
$ 750.00
$18,348.00

$ 22,750.00
$ 6,375.00
$
878.00

$ 150.00
$ 170.00
$ 700.00
$ 750.00
R22 $31,773.00
(R44 $48,023.00)

